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AIRBORNE GEOPHYSICAL SURVEY

IN THE 

SIOUX LOOKOUT -STURGEON LAKE AREA - ONTARIO

FOR 

GOLDRAY MINES LIMITED

I INTRODUCTION

Interprovincial Helicopters Limited conducted a combined 

helicopter electromagnetic and magnetometer survey of approximately 

1,097 line miles in the Sioux Lookout - Sturgeon Lake area of 

northwestern Ontario. The survey was flown between November 22 and 

December 22, 1969. This report pertains to the electromagnetic 

part only.

Equipment used in the survey consisted of a Bell Jet

Ranger helicopter, registration CF-WFV, with a Scintrex 701 H.E.M. 

and magnetometer installation. Further specifications of this 

equipment are listed in the APPENDIX.

The survey was flown along flight lines spaced at 1/8 

mile intervals oriented in a north-south direction. Navigational 

control was based on uncontrolled photomosaics at a scale of one 

inch equals 1,320 feet. Flight path was recorded by a 16mm cam 

era, from which control points were recovered for data plotting.

A mean terrain clearance of ?00 feet.was maintained by 

the helicopter, and the E.M. bird, towed by the helicopter, was 

100 feet below. A magnetometer bird, which was also towed by the
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helicopter, was 50 feet below the aircraft.
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i|v:; The E.M. data and simultaneous magnetic recording was^^•'"'•',.- : '- ///.'- ' ''. ' -- ' ' :~ ' ' '.
|; made on continuous charts with fiducials to tie it to the flight

path also continuously photographed by a frame camera. The E.M. 

conductors and related magnetic data are plotted on a l" a 1,320' 

airphoto map.

The following personnel were associated with the 

survey:

J. Kreke Pilot-Engineer
R. Kreke Engineer-Navigator

; A. Szanto Electronic Operator
V. Clemente Data Man-Draftsman
W. Boyko Project Manager

II GEOLOGY

Exposed rocks in the area are all of Precambrian age, 

and consist mainly of intermediate to basic volcanics. Locally, 

felsic flows and pyroclastic rocks occur in the area.

Strike of the rocks is generally east-west, and the sur 

vey lines were oriented perpendicular to this trend.

III DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Responses obviously caused by conductive overburden were 

not plotted. In most cases these are exemplified by broad out-of- 

phase responses lying in muskeg areas and over some lakes. Only 

in those cases where the out-of-phase responses appear to corr 

elate with magnetic features or are on extensions of definite bed-
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rock conductors, have such responses been plotted.

E.M. responses have been correlated from line to line, 

wherever possible, into conductive zones. A total of 138 conduc 

tors or conductive zones have been outlined by the survey and will 

be discussed below.

Zone (1) varies in conductivity along its length, and 

is not associated with magnetics except at 6B and at a related 

conductor (1A). Ground follow-up is recommended on a medium pri 

ority in these two areas.

Conductors (2) and (2A) form a multiple zone with no 

magnetic association. Follow-up might be considered on a very low 

priority basis.

(3) is generally of weak conductivity and variable mag 

netic association. Response on line 9 is sharp and with magnetic 

coincidence, and should be investigated in this area on a medium 

priority basis.

(4) is a weak conductor flanking a magnetic anomaly. 

Conductor might be due to minor accounts of sulphides or to other 

geological reasons, hence it is assigned to low priority.

(5) is a weak response, but is coincident with a mag 

netic anomaly adding to its authenticity. Low priority.

(6) is a weak, multiple conductor typical of geological 

strata. Investigation is not recommended, except on a low prior 

ity.

(7) is weak, however its short length and unique

w.-?-
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character suggests a possibility of sulphides, and ground follow-

|^ fe- ^up is recommended on a medium priority basis.ti^ff^:":*-.'??; : ., :- -;: - -y- --.
?f*.'C.-"i \ - .' , . . - . . ' . f . '

  v{ (8) and (9) are very weak responses with questionable 

magnetic association. Follow-up on low priority only.

(10) and (10A) form a multiple system with possible mag 

netic association with conductor (10). Prospecting and geological 

investigation is recommended in this area.

(11) is a broad multiple zone, obscured by turbulence 

noise on the record trace. Ground investigation not recommended 

at this time.

(12) although weak, is isolated and has close magnetic 

association typical of sulphide responses. Ground check on a med 

ium priority basis.

(13) is a strong conducto: flanking a high magnetic 

area. A high priority ground investigation is recommended.

(14) is of moderate quality with no apparent magnetic 

association. Isolated nature suggests the possibility of sul 

phides at depth, therefore recommend a medium priority follow-up.

(15) is a weak but definite conductor that lies on the
T

south side of the same magnetic feature that Zone (13) flanks to 

the north.

(16) is a weak response with no magnetic association. 

Low priority.

(17) and (18) are strong and isolated, with magnetic 

correlation making them excellent sulphide targets.

(19) is a broad, mainly out-of-phase feature, that is
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probably caused by lake bottom conductivity.

(20) has good conductivity on line 29 but no magnetic 

association. The isolated nature up-grades this anomaly to a med 

ium priority class.

(21) and (22) are most likely due to lake bottom con 

ductivity. No work is recommended.

(23) is a definite bedrock conductor with weak magnetic 

correlation. Investigation on a medium priority is recommended,

(24) is an isolated conductor with possible weak mag 

netic correlation. Medium priority follow-up is recommended.

(25) is a very strong, isolated response with magnetic 

association, and is recommended as an excellent sulphide target.

(26) is a poor conductor of low priority.

(27) forms a short zone parallel to (24) . It has de 

finite magnetic coincidence and is regarded to be a high priority 

sulphide target.

(28) is a broad, weak conductor, associated with a broad 

magnetic anomaly. The poor character of this feature gives it a 

low priority.

(29) and (29A) are two similar, sharp responses with 

associated magnetic anomalies. Limited strike length and good 

conductivity make this a medium priority target.

(30) is a poor conductor with a possible weak magnetic 

anomaly. Low priority.

(31) is a poor conductor with a broad magnetic area 

which probably is not related to it. Low priority.

if
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(32) and (32A) are parallel, multiple conductors with 

possible magnetic association. Medium priority follow-up is re 

commended.

(33) is a rather broad, poor quality conductor with a 

weak magnetic anomaly. Low priority.

(34) appears as a very poor conductor on the flight re 

cord, but the conductivity - thickness indicates a good conductor, 

possibly at depth. Field investigation on a medium priority is 

indicated.

(35) is a low conductivity response without magnetic ex 

pression.

(36) is a fairly defined conductor with strong magnetic 

coincidence. However, its conductivity is poor and can only be 

recommended as a low priority target.

(37) is low conductivity zone with indefinite magnetic 

association.

(38) is a zone of good conductivity, with possible weak 

magnetic coincidence. Offset at line 37 is due to photo scale 

change. Medium priority follow-up is recommended, depending on 

results on adjoining property which covers a major part of the 

zone.

(39) is a good conductor with definite magnetic coinci 

dence. The short strike length make this a high priority sulphide 

target. Multiple responses appear on line 38.

(40) forms a weak zone with indefinite magnetic associ 

ation. Low priority target.
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(41) is a multiple conductor with questionable magnetic 

coincidence. Low to medium priority target.

(42) is broad and weak on line 43, but with good magnet 

ic correlation.

(43) is of low conductivity without magnetic expression. 

Low priority.

(44) is broad with good magnetic expression on line 43. 

This becomes multiple on line 44.

(45) forms an excellent conductor coincident with a 

broad weak magnetic anomaly on lines 43 and 44. The zone deteri 

orates Lo ;the east, then becomes strong on line 49.

(46) is a weak conductor with magnetic coincidence. 

Low priority.

(47) is a weak conductor, except on line 46 where the 

zone has a fair response and magnetic coincidence. The zone is of 

low priority.

(48) is a good conductor with local magnetic coincidence, 

Medium to high priority follow-up is recommended. This zone could 

be an extension of Zone (42) offset by charge in photo scale.

(49) is a weak, broad conductor of low priority, except 

on line 49 where conductivity improves and should be investigated . 

on a medium priority basis.

(50) is a weak, broad conductor of low priority.

(51) is a fair conductor on line 47 v The lack of mag 

netic expression make it a low to medium priority target.

(52) is a definite but weak response with weak magnetic
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coincidence. On the basis of its isolated location conductor (52) 

is considered to be a medium priority target.

(53) and (54) are weak conductors of low priority. Both 

lack magnetic expression. ^

(55) (56) ,(57) and (57A) form a multiple conductive zone, 

with magnetic coincidence with (56) only. The zone is most likely 

caused by graphitic geologic strata which may locally contain sul 

phides and should be classed as a low priority target.

(58) has excellent conductivity at the east end of the 

zone, and is coincident with a weak magnetic anomaly. The length 

of the zone indicates that it is probably a stratigraphic sulphide 

zone and should be checked on a medium priority.

(59) has excellent conductivity, but with no magnetic 

expression, and is most likely caused by graphite.

(60) (61) and (62) are on strike of the (55) (56) and 

(57) zone, which appears to be discontinuous and cannot be projec 

ted through with confidence. Zone (60) on line 58 possesses dis 

tinct magnetic coincidence, and should be followed-up on a high 

priority basis in this vicinity.

(63) is a fair conductor with definite magnetic coin 

cidence on lines 60 and 61. It should be investigated on a med 

ium priority basis.

(64) is a very weak, isolated conductor of low priority.

(65) This conductor resembles (59), however it possesses 

definite magnetic coincidence and should be regarded with high 

priority.
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(66) might be continuation of Zone (59) , v;hich also 

lacks magnetic expression. It is considered to be a low priority 

target.; ; "\v /"^v'C:,; - . ;

(6?) is a low priority, weak multiple zone without mag 

netic expression.

(68) is a weak response of good conductivity and pos 

sible magnetic expression. It's isolated character makes it a 

medium priority sulphide target.

(69) (70) and (73) are strong responses of excellent 

conductivity but with questionable magnetic association. These 

conductors are most probably caused by graphite with some sul 

phides, but on the basis of strength are considered medium to high 

priority targets.

(71) is a fair conductor with direct magnetic coincident, 

and is considered to be a high priority target.

(72) is very weak and of low priority.

(73) has been discussed with Zones (69) and (70) .

(74) Isolated, broad conductor with direct magnetic co 

incidence, considered to be a medium priority target.

(75) Definite, but poor conductor with magnetic coinci 

dence. Isolated location up-grades this anomaly to medium prior 

ity.

(76) Broad, poor conductor with questionable magnetic 

association. Medium priority class based mainly on isolation.

(77) Definite, but weak conductor with possible magnetic 

association. Low to medium priority.
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(78) Weak indefinite response of low priority.

(79) Weak response of fair conductivity flanking a mag 

netic anomaly. Low to medium priority.

(80) Very weak conductivity and response, possibly a 

continuation of Zone (79). Low priority.

(81) Very weak response of fair conductivity, possibly a 

continuation of Zone (77). Medium priority.

(82) is a good conductor with possible weak associated 

magnetic anomaly. Low to medium priority.

(83) Strong response without magnetic association. Iso 

lated nature up-grades this conductor to medium priority.

(84) Strong conductor without magnetic association, most 

likely caused by graphite. Low to medium priority. (94) is pro 

bably the same zone.

(85) Broad response flanking a large magnetic area. 

Medium priority.

(86) and (87) are strong multiple responses suggestive 

of graphitic bands. Zone (87) is weaker and appears to be asso 

ciated with a magnetic anomaly. (87) is considered a medium pri 

ority sulphide target.

(88) (89) and (93) are weak but definite responses of 

low conductivity with possible magnetic association. These con 

ductors are in a geological environment differing from the major 

belt of conductivity to the north and on this basis should be in 

vestigated, particularly Conductor (93), with medium priority.

(90) and (95) appear in the same stratigraphic
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, Zone (95) suggest a graphite source, possibly containing some sul 

phides.

(91) (96) (97) (99) and (102) are all similar by being 

weak responses of low conductivity along the same general belt. 

All except (91) have some magnetic association, but on the basis 

of conductivity are classed as low priority targets.

(98) is a genuine bedrock response adjacent to an out- 

of-phase muskeg response. Medium priority classification of this 

conductor is based on its isolated location.

(100) (105) and (113) form a long conductive zone lacking 

magnetic association. The zone is of low priority as it is most 

likely caused by a graphite band.

(101) and (103) are weak responses of low conductivity 

with no magnetic association. The zone is of low priority, pro 

bably caused by a graphitic band.

(106) is a weak response of fair conductivity associated 

with a magnetic anomaly. Ground check should be made on a medium 

priority basis.

(104) (112) (109) and (110) are similar in appearance 

and probably occur in a similar geological environment. All have 

some magnetic expression and are considered medium to high prior 

ity sulphide targets.

(107) is a fair response with good conductivity prob 

ably caused by sulphides, since the zone also promises direct
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magnetic correlation. Medium to high priority.

(108) is a poor, broad out-of-phase response, associated 

with a weak, broad magnetic anomaly. The zone is considered to be 

of low priority.

(114) and (115) are parallel zones probably caused by 

graphitic bands. Zone (114) on lines 110 and 111 is associated 

with a weak magnetic anomaly suggesting the possibility of sul 

phides in this area, and up-grades this section of the zone to a 

medium priority.

(116) is an excellent conductor with negligible out-of- 

phase components. The conductor follows the flank of a magnetic 

anomaly, and appears to be formational. The high conductivity 

without direct magnetics suggests graphite as the prime cause of 

the anomaly and the target is down-graded to medium priority.

(117) is an indefinite response on the flank of Zone 

(116), and is probably due to turbulence noise.

(118) (118A) (119) (121) (121A) and (122) form a multiple 

zone with no magnetic expression, most likely produced by graphitic 

bands. These zones arc low priority targets.

(120) is a long zone of good conductivity with direct 

magnetic correlation. Despite its length, the zone is a high pri 

ority sulphide target.

(123) is of good conductivity with direct magnetic corre 

lation. Medium to high priority sulphidt target.

(123A) is parallel to Zone (123) and its probably related 

to it except for a lack of magnetic correlation. Low priority.
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Hv:;'^' (124^ is a good conductor lacking magnetic association,

pv* l except on lines 138 and 139, where the zone is of excellent conduc-

f||^: tivity with coincident mag. Medium priority sulphide target.

f-l (124A) parallels Zone (124) to form a multiple system of

: low priority.

*(; (125) and (126) are low priority, very weak responses of

v poor conductivity.

(127) is a good conductor of limited strike length with 

out magnetic association. Low to medium priority on the basis of 

;" short length.

(128) is a weak response of good conductivity flanking a 

magnetic anomaly. The isolated character make it a medium priority 

target.

(129) is comprised of weak responses of low conductivity. 

This zone is of low priority.

(130) and (131) both show good conductivity with direct 

magnetic correlation. Zone (131) is a weaker response and is 

classed as medium priority, whereac (130) is of high priority.

(132) and (134) form.a complex, multiple system of vari 

able conductivity and magnetic characteristics. Locations of Zone 

(132) on lines 149, 150, 154 and 155 are high priority sulphide 

targets. Line 148 on Zone (134) is also a possible sulphide re 

sponse ,

(133) (135) (136) (137) and (138) are local responses on 

the south side of the above mentioned complex system. All these 

conductors have some magnetic expression and are most likely
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caused by sulphides. Ground follow-up should be on a medium pri 

ority basis.

IV CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

Conductors have been grouped into categories of high, 

medium and low priorities according to the probability of finding 

sulphide deposits associated with then. The principal criterion 

used is magnetic coincidence with the conductor, indicating the 

possible presence of magnetic pyrrhotite with the sulphides. Rec 

ognizing that economic base metal sulphides are not necessarily 

magnetic, a second criterion is based on length. Graphitic and 

formational conductors are generally long features, therefore to 

eliminate some of these conductors, preference is given to short, 

isolated conductors. Thirdly, to give the proper respect to weak 

responses possibly due to aircraft height or deeper burial of con 

ductors, all responses have been converted to conductivity - 

thickness values. Conductivity - thickness values avoid emphasis 

of strong responses due to near surface conductors over weak res 

ponses, possibly due to better conducting material at greater 

depth.

The following First iTiority conductors are considered 

sufficiently attractive sulphide targets to warrant ground geophy 

sical to locate them in the field for further evaluation by sur 

face prospecting and/or diamond drilling:

Conductors 13, 17, 18, 25, 27, 39, 45, 60, 65, 69, 70,

73, 71, 104, 107, 110, 112, 120, 130 and 132,
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Second Priority conductors have an equally high proba 

bility of.being due to sulphide deposits, however, they are not as 

outstanding as the first group, and the large number of second pri 

ority conductors necessitates a more selective approach Ground 

examination in the form of geological mapping and prospecting is 

recommended in the vicinity of the second or medium priority tar 

gets as a means of selection for more detailed investigation. Geo 

chemistry might also be a helpful tool at this stage, depending on 

the type of glacial deposits in the area. The second priority con 

ductors are as follows:

l, 1A, 3, 7, 12, 14, 20, 23, 24, 29, 29A, 32, 32A, 34, 

38, 44, 48, 49, 52, 58, 63, 68, 74, 75, 76, 77, 79, 81, 

83, 85, 87, 93, 95, 98, 106, 109, 116, 123, 124, 127, 

128, 131, 133, 134, 135, 136, 137 and 138.

Low Priority conductors are too weak to bother with at 

the present time, or have a high probability of being caused by 

graphite. For completeness of the conductors evaluated, low pri 

ority conductors are as follows:

2, 2A, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 10, 10A, 11, 15, 16, 19, 21, 22, 

26, 28, 30, 31, 33, 35, 36, 37, 40, 41, 43, 46, 47, 51, 

53, 54, 55, 56, 57, 57A, 59, 61, 62, 66, 72, 78, 80, 

82, 84, 86, 88, 89, 90, 91, 96, 97, 99, ^ '., 1 00, 101, 

102, 103, 105, 108, 113, 115, 117, 118, USA, 119, 121,
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121A, 123A, 124A, 125.and 126.

Respectfully submitted,

W.P. Boyko, M.Sc.fAP.Eng

TORONTO, ONTARIO 
August 31st, 1970,
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APPENDIX

The aircraft, a Bell Jet Ranger, CF-WFV, was equipped 

for the survey as follows:

Scintrex H.E.M. 701 System: comprised of 100 ft. tow 
cable, 30 ft. bird, recording in-phase and 
out-of-phase amplitudes at 1600 cycles.

Scintrex N.P.M-1 Total Field Magnetometer

Bonzer radar altimeter

16mm. flight path camera and intervalometer

Continuous strip recorder.
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DEPARTMENT OF MINES AND NORTHERN AFFAIRS

THE MINIM ACT

AIRBORNE GEOPHYSICAL CERTIFICATE

To the Mining Recorder at Sioux Lookout.

This is to certify that Goldray Mines Ltd., 

have met the requirements of Section 84(a) 

of the Mining Act with respect to the 

following 311 mining claims in the Parnes, 

Wyatt, Press, Smock and Flyingloon Lakes 

Areas:

Pa. 232339 to 232388 inclusive

250105 to 250116 inclusive

250118 to 250129 inclusive

?S2988 to 253037 incJusive

?53105 to 2531.70 inclusive

253216 to 253223 inclusive

253825 to 253831* inclusive

253850 to 253874 incJusive

253981 to 253984 inclusive

253966 to 251*005'inclusive

257433 to 257443 incJusive

257446 to 257459 inclusive

257461 to 2574G3 inclusive

257465 to 257467 inclusive

258489 to 258498 inclusive

261062 to 261068 inclusive '
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BARRISTERS A SOLICITORS AKI* coot-te

\ .' . CABLE "M AN O RAN"

JAMES P. HANLEY. Q C 
JOHN S. O R ANT, O C 
ROBERT J ARMSTRONG 
ANTHONY CAMISSO

36O BAY STREET

TORONTO i.
CANADA

August 10, 1970.

J.F. Mcparland, Esq., 
Mining Commissioner, 
Room 208,
67 College Street, 
Toronto 181, Ontario.

Dear Sir:-

Goldray Mines Limited et al - Mining 
i Claims -Sturgeon Lake Project

Our clients, Goldray Ilines Limited, Canadian 
Malartic Gold Mines Limited, Trinity Chibougami Mines 
Limited and'Mid-Patapedia Mines Limited, jointly carried 
out a substantial airborne survey over an area in the 
Sturgeon Lake region of Ontario. As the result of the 
flying, the companies caused the staking of several 
blocks of claims within the surveyed area and have 
since done ground exploration. We understand that 
some 300 claims were staked between January 5 and 
February 18, 1970.

It has now been pointed out to our clients 
that under the provisions of Section 84a the airborne 
geophysical survey may be used in support of an applic 
ation for an airborne geophysical certificate even 
though the flying was conducted prior to the staking 
of the claims. However, that Section requires that 
full reports and plans be submitted to the Minister 
within six months after the recording of the claims. 
These are now in the course of preparation, but it is 
apparent that their filing dates have passed, because 
the earliest staking took place January 5 last. May 
we please be informed as to whether or not the 
Commissioner will entertain an app'ication for an Order 
granting an extension until, say, September 15, 1970 
for the filing of reports and plans with respect to the
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J^/^airbo^e survey in order that our clients may avail 
f ' y|^(smseives of the opportunity to apply for an airborne 

,- E:?;; gebphy si cal certificate? If the Commissioner shall
indicate that such an application may properly be made, 
we shall be pleased to make the same and to furnish 
full particulars including claim numbers, recording 
dates and the like.

Yours very truly, 

MANLEY, GRANT, ARMSTRONG S CAMISSO

t
Per:

JSG:AK
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GOLDRAY MINES LIMITED
SUITE 2O2-^22O BAY STREET 

TORONTO 1. ONTARIO

TEL. 363-7481

August 17th, 1970.

Mr. J.R. McGinn,
Director,
Mining Lands Branch,
Department of Mines and Northern Affairs,
Parliament Buildings,
Toronto, Ontario.

^ f ,x

Dear Mr. McGinn,

This letter is in reply to your telephone conversa 
tion with Mr. John S. Grant, of Manley, Grant, Armstrong and 
Camisso in which you requested particulars on an airborne survey 
and claim maps showing the ground subsequently staked and on 
which we request an extension of time in which to file the air 
borne survey as assessment under Section 84A of The Mining Act.

Between November 24 and December 22, 1969, an air 
borne helicopter electromagnetic and magnetometer survey was 
flown on behalf of Goldray Mines, Canadian Malartic Gold Mines, 
Trinity Chibougamau and Mid-Patapedia Mines Limited by Inter- 
provincial Helicopters Limited. The survey comprised some 1000 
line-miles- of flying at 1/8 mile spacing. Boundary of the sur 
vey area is shown on the accompanying claim map.

The aircraft, a Bell Jet Ranger, CF-WFV, was 
equipped for the survey as follows:

- Scintrex H.E.M. 701 system comprised of a 100 
foot tow cable, 30 foot bird, transmitter and 
receiver recording in-phase and out-of-phase 
amplitudes at 1600 cycles.

- Scintrex N.P.M.-l Total Field Magnetometer.

- Bonzer radar altimeter.

- 16mm. flight path camera and intervalometer.

- Continuous strip recorder.

The EM anomalies and related magnetic data are be 
ing plotted on plan maps.at a scale of l"'* 1320 feet. The

f
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base for these maps was provided by airphoto laydowns.

' N^|^;^^^;:Staking\;of ;iselected-anomalies-on;the-'basis of data 
plottedviri|the field commenced while the airborne survey was 
still in progress. These claims were subsequently recorded on 
January 5 and February 18, 1970. '

. . . ' ' *

A ground geophysical program has been carried out on 
approximately 25?, of the ground staked, and a drill program of 
some 4900 feet has also been completed.

yours very truly,, .

W. P. Boyko.
WB:cs
c. c. J. S. Grant.
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' Augustr-17-; 1970'.~"

J. R. McGinn, Esq.,
Director, Mining Lands Branch,
Department of Mines and Northern Affairs,
Parliament Buildings/
Toronto 182, Ontario.

Goldray Mines Limited et al - Sturgeon 
_____Lake Area Project___________

Dear Mr. McGinn:

We refer to the telephone conversation 
between .the writer .and yourself on Friday last, 
August 14.

Our client, Goldray Mines Limited, which 
is the Manager of the Project, has provided us 
with additional information. We are pleased to 
enclose a letter to you from that Company dated 
August 17 and which is accompanied by a claim map.

We trust that the additional information 
is sufficient for your purposes, and we will be 
pleased to hear further from you.

Yours truly,

MANLEY, GRANT, ARMSTRONG E, CAMISSO

Per:
JSG:AC 
Encls.

c.c. Goldray Mines L .mi ted
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August 18, 1970.

Goldray Mines Limited, 
Suite 202 - 220 Bay Street, 
Toronto l, Ontario.

Attention; Mr. W. P. Boyko 

Gentlemen:

This will acknowledge your letter dated 
August 17, 1970, concerning the filing of an airborne 
survey and a request for an airborne geophysical 
certificate on mining claims in the Sturgeon Lake Area, 
Patricia Mining Division.

Due to the technical difficulties you have 
experienced, jthe Minister will allow until September 15th 
in which your company may file the full reports and plans 
in duplicate with respect to the whole area covered by 
the survey.

Yours very truly,

JRM:BB
J. R. McGinn, 
Director.

-
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GOLDRAY MINES LIMITED
SUITE 202-22O BAY STREET 

TORONTO 1, ONTARIO

TEL, 363-74B1

August 19th, 1970.

Mr. J.R. McGinn,
Director, Mining Lands Branch,
Department of Mines and Northern Affairs,
Parliament Buildings,
Toronto 182, Ontario.

Goldray Mines Limited et al - Sturgeon Lake Area

Dear Mr. McGinn,

In reply to our telephone conversation on Tuesday, 
August 19, the following is a list of claims on which we request 
an extension of time to file an airborne survey as assessment 
work under Section 84A of The Mining Act.

The list includes 288 claims presently recorded in 
the name of Goldray Mines Limited, license number A35568, and 17 
claims being transferred from J. Walker and H. Shearer and 6 
claims from J.M. Crewson to Goldray Mines.

PA-232339 
PA-250105 
PA-250118 
PA-253981 
PA-252988 
PA-253013 
PA-253105 
PA-253831 
PA-253216 
PA-253850 
PA-253986 
PA-253012 
PA-253990 
PA-257433 
PA-257446 
PA-257461 
PA-257465

88 incl. 
16 incl. 
29 incl. 
84 incl. 
253011 incl, 
37 incl. 
76 incl. 
34 incl. 
23 incl. 
74 incl. 
89 incl.

254105 incl, 
43 incl. 
59 incl. 
63.incl. 
67 incl.

AUG 20 1970 

TO---

PA-258489 - .98 incl. J. Walker being transferred to 
Goldray Mines.
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PA-261062 -68 incl. H. Shearer being transferred
' ; u:.'y^;.-v\; ::'".,'-'. i ' ,; , ••'- to Goldray Mines.

;.'?'PiA-t2'5'382:5 -30 incl. J.M. Crewson being transferred
-':-':.. '--. V " ^• : •:'/^^^:^V•'•'^^•'"^ ;'-.-v : -.-- !'- '' to Goldray Mines. ,'

i^:'-'- - ' ; ' : • •'"? •^^^^••^^•''"'.^ -- . ' r-
^^ To clarify my letter of August 17th regarding the
f'f timing of staking and airborne survey,'claims were staked in
if" areas where the survey was completed and on the basis of results
l of the survey. In effect, as new area was being surveyed, claims
f;* y - were being staked where the survey had been completed.

Yours very truly, . ,

W.P. Boyko 
WB:CS



^ :. ; AREA CODE 
'!*?^V-''/ TELEPHONE J.76

ONTARIO

WHITNEY BLOCK. 
QUEEN'S PARK. 

TORONTO 182, ONT

DEPARTMENT OF MINES AND NORTHERN AFFAIRS
i ';,. r : MINING LANDS BRANCH

October 21, 1970.

Mr* V, A* Baehtn, 
Mlainf laoordar, 
Box 669
Court Hou**, 
Siouii Lookout* Oat t

D*ar Slri

Enolo**d i* m Airborn* 0*opny*io*l Ccrtlfieat* i**u*d uad*r 
S*otioo I*U) of Th* Ontario Mining Act.

You May indieat* on your r*oord* that th* tive for p*?forain 
th* firat and all aub**4u*nt p*riod* of wark for th* claiaa 
li*t*4 in th* eartifioat* ahall fall du* coe y*ar lat*r than 
th* tiMi pr*aorib*d ia tubt*etion l of Section 83.

FWM/df, 
•aol.t

e.o.

o.e.

Your* vary truly,

•^- C. j?

Fred V. Matthew, 
Superrieor, 
Frojeet* Section.

Ooldray Kin** Ud., 
202 - 220 Bay St., 
Toronto l, Ontario.
Attn.i Mr. V. F. Beyko.

B. L. 
K**id*nt Oeologitt, 
606 Rob*rt*on St., 
Kenora, Oat*
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